Do government imposed COVID measures make you feel safe?

At what cost?

Reality Check:

- Many families have lost their homes and businesses.
- Many people have lost their jobs and life savings.
- Fear, isolation, desperation, and hopelessness have resulted in untold numbers of suicides.
- Elderly parents and grandparents have languished and died alone when their loved ones weren't 'allowed' to be with them.
- Canceled surgeries/diagnostics and premature hospital discharge to make way for COVID cases that never materialized have resulted in unforgivable suffering and death.
- Untold numbers of people in many countries are starving due to lockdowns.
- Mandated/coerced measures including forced testing, quarantine centres, and a rushed, inadequately tested vaccine may be our new reality.
- Children are being harmed physically and psychologically by enforced masking, isolation, and fear-mongering, even though they are in the group least likely to be harmed by COVID.
- All levels of government are in violation of constitutional and international laws that protect human rights and freedoms.

The COVID measures have resulted in more harm and deaths than the virus.

Stand Up for Freedom

"Civil disobedience becomes a sacred duty when the state has become lawless or corrupt."
- Mahatma Gandhi

To support our legal challenges, please join us!

www.VACCINECHOICECANADA.com/JON

For further information see: www.vaccinechoicecanada.com/resources/covid-19-vaccines

This information is for educational purposes and is not intended as legal, health or medical advice.
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